FINAL REFLECTIONS ON THE HONORS PROJECT EXPERIENCE/ APPLIED LEARNING

Final Reflective Paper: All honors students must turn in the final reflective paper after the project is completed. This is due by the time the bound copies of the final honors paper are turned in to the Honors Office.

You may make this reflection a section of your Honors Paper. Title it “Reflection” and insert it at the end of the paper.

Alternatively you may submit reflections to honors@uncw.edu. Include the date, your name and the title of your honors paper at the top of your reflection. You may also upload the reflection on the exit survey when you complete that.

Reflection Prompts
Answer the following questions about your DEPARTMENTAL HONORS PROJECT (XXX 499).

Be thoughtful and detailed about your analysis. Don’t confine your answers to positive experiences; reflection on experiences that didn’t turn out as planned is also valuable.

1. PRIOR LEARNING
   a. Discuss the relevant theories, ideas, and skills that you were able to apply while conducting your honors project or that helped guide this experience.

2. PRESENT EXPERIENCE
   a. Describe two things you did for your honors project and examine the results of these actions on your project, on others, on the discipline in general, and on yourself (whether intended or not).
   b. Discuss any assumptions or conceptions (about yourself, others, or how things work) that were confirmed or contradicted by your experience doing an honors project.

3. YOUR FUTURE
   a. Analyze the implications of what you learned while conducting an honors project for your future.
   b. Discuss the pros and cons of applied learning as it relates to your learning style.